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Abstract—Feature selection study is gaining importance due to 

its contribution to save classification cost in terms of time and 
computation load. In search of essential features, one of the methods 
to search  the features is via the decision tree. Decision tree act as an 
intermediate  feature space inducer in order to choose essential 
features. In decision tree-based feature selection, some studies used 
decision tree as a feature ranker with a direct threshold measure, 
while others remain the decision tree but utilized pruning  condition 
that act as a threshold mechanism to choose features. This paper 
proposed threshold measure using Manhattan Hierarchical Cluster 
distance to be utilized in feature ranking in order to  choose relevant 
features as part of the feature selection process. The result is 
promising, and this method can be improved in the future by 
including test cases of a higher number of attributes. 

Keywords—Feature ranking, decision tree, hierarchical cluster, 
Manhattan distance. 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE goal of feature selection is to reduce dimensionality 
and find essential features to improve classifier accuracy. 

In addition, feature selection can reduce classifier  processing 
load and time, thus resulted in cost-effective processing. In 
order to find important features, the previous feature selection 
algorithm utilized various searching methods. This searching 
method includes forward, backward and floating technique [1]. 
Heuristic search method which includes feature ranking is also 
one of the techniques to search essential features. In the feature 
ranking scope, one can find essential features via information 
theoretic criterion namely mutual information (MI) 
[2][3][4][5], correlation-based measure namely, symmetrical 
uncertainty (SU) [6][7][8][9] and decision tree [10][11][12]. 
Mutual information determines how much one random 
variable tells about another variable. The computed mutual 
information value generated the ranking of importance. Battiti 
selected relevant features using MI ranking with specified 
threshold value [2]. On the other hand, Fleuret proposed 
feature selection method based on conditional mutual 
information [3].   
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Wren proposed Mutual Information Measure (MIM) to 
choose features and implemented shared minimum MIM to 
compute strength of association between features, which 
actually acted as the threshold measure [4]. Peng et al. 
developed mutual information-based minimal-redundancy-
maximal-relevance (mRMR) method as a measure to select 
essential features in feature ranking [5]. Indeed, most mutual 
information-based feature selection methods were based on the 
feature ranking notion. Next, feature ranking studies 
implemented symmetrical uncertainty  that measured the 
correlation between features and  the class itself [13]. Both 
studies by Chou et al. and Kannan et al. proposed feature 
ranking via symmetrical uncertainty  between feature and 
class, and feature and feature [6][9]. Whereas, Piroonratana et 
al. developed Round Robin symmetrical uncertainty ranking 
by considering SU between feature and class [8]. Indeed, 
Osman et al. developed Correlation Forward Selection 
(CorrFS) by means of correlation ranking measure [7]. In fact, 
there were actually many feature rankings researches utilizing 
SU criterion [14][15][16]. On the other hand, there were not so 
many studies on decision tree-based feature selection. Tao-
Wang et al. supported in his paper that the impact of feature 
selection in decision tree learning was not well studied [17]. In 
feature selection studies, it is important to identify the relevant 
features first. This is because from the relevant features, 
redundant features can be identified and removed with further 
processing via additional metric.   Some of the decision tree-
based feature selection studies were by Zhou et al.  who 
proposed a  statistical–heuristic feature selection criterion [10]. 
His method does not implement ranking mechanism, instead 
generated the tree and remove irrelevant features by utilizing 
pruning condition, namely symmetrical tau. In his study, the 
pruning condition acted as the threshold mechanism to select 
relevant features. The pruning condition was  developed from 
the Goodman and Kruskal measure of association. The
measure of association actually resembled the concept of 
symmetrical uncertainty.  

On the other hand, Hwang et al.  study was quite similar 
with the proposed method. He developed a decision tree-based 
features ranking via Information Gain Ratio (IGR) metric, 
which resulted a partially ordered set of features. Selection of 
relevant features was determined from descending ordered 
features with a threshold measure, μ + kσ.  Hwang’s threshold 
measure revolved around the mean and standard deviation of 
the IGR value, and the user needed to consider the correct 
coefficient k to determine relevant features [11]. 
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The next decision tree-based feature selection study was 
developed by Mohammadi et al., which utilized Gini split 
criteria on the decision tree. Balanced error rate (BER) for 
both the tree and pruned tree was computed. Then, node 
importance index was calculated while the tree is not empty. 
Node’s importance index was determined from the  difference 
between BER of the pruned tree and the original tree. The 
process will return the list of important features with threshold 
value of the node important index approaching value of 1 [12]. 
It was observed that even within the decision tree-based 
feature selection studies, some studies implemented a straight 
forward ranking method with measures of threshold, and some 
generated the tree and  the pruning criteria acted as the 
threshold measures to select relevant features. Regardless of 
the differences, this paper focused on decision tree-based 
feature selection method in order to choose essential features. 
In fact, Ratanamahatana and Gunopulos also demonstrated  the 
usage of the decision tree as the feature selector [18]. This 
paper proposes a threshold measure in the decision tree-based 
feature selection to choose relevant features. The threshold 
measure  is based on the combination of mutual information 
metric and adopting Manhattan distance measures from the 
hierarchical clustering notion. It promises a simple yet 
effective method in order to select relevant features. 

II.HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER

Hierarchical clustering is a method of cluster analysis, 
which is applied to develop a hierarchy of clusters. There are 
two types of approaches to build hierarchical clusters, which 
are by means of agglomerative or bottom-up approach  and 
divisive or top-down approach. A measure of dissimilarity 
between sets of observations is required  to determine which 
clusters should be merged in the bottom-up scheme or where a 
cluster should be split in the top-down scheme. The measure of 
dissimilarity is derived from the measure of distance between 
pairs of observations, and a linkage criterion or condition that 
determines the dissimilarity as a function of the pair wise 
distances of observations in the sets. Some of the metric 
available in clustering are Euclidean distance, Manhattan 
distance, Mahalanobis distance and several others. Some 
commonly used linkage criteria is maximum or complete 
linkage clustering, minimum or single linkage cluster, mean or 
average linkage clustering and others [19]. 

III. THE PROPOSED MANHATTAN HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER 

THRESHOLD CRITERION

It is mentioned from the earlier section that the searching of 
important features is carried out by heuristic searching via 
decision tree induction. The proposed threshold criterion 
follows the same search method but instead uses information 
theoretic metric namely Gini Gain. When a particular feature 
with maximum value of Gini Gain was chosen, the feature will 
not be included in the next iteration and the group of instances 
from other features that is adjacent to the leaf node from the 
maximum feature are also reduced. At the end of the iteration, 
it resulted in ranks of features but without a threshold that  

separates features from the irrelevant ones. This paper 
proposes a threshold metric which results in the selection of 
relevant features based on Manhattan hierarchical cluster. 
Despite the feature ranking generated from the decision tree 
induction, mutual information is utilized in the hierarchical 
cluster distance computation. This is because, according to 
Principe et al. and Torkkola et al., mutual information is 
proven to be optimal to perform class separation [20][21]. 
Thus, the feature ranking is a decision tree-based but 
integrated with mutual information in determining distance 
between the hierarchy of clusters. On the other hand, the 
relationship between the ranked features can be viewed as 
features in hierarchical clusters. Figure 1 illustrates the 
proposed notion. Previously, it is mentioned that the cluster 
dissimilarity metric determines which cluster should be 
combined or split. Thus, features in a hierarchical cluster can 
integrate the cluster dissimilarity concept to determine the 
threshold to choose relevant features.  The Manhattan distance 
is proposed in the study due to suitability based on heuristic 
analysis of the background study. The proposed Manhattan 
distance measure is described in (1)  and Table 1 demonstrates 
the Manhattan distance equation  computation. The proposed 
Manhattan hierarchical cluster criterion accumulated mutual 
information difference between features in a hierarchy. It is 
also mentioned earlier that besides the distance measure, the 
linkage criterion or condition is essential to determine the 
effectiveness of dissimilarity measure in the hierarchical 
clusters. The threshold condition is determined from the slope 
of the cubic polynomial equation based on the Manhattan 
hierarchical cluster value. If the slope is 0 or negative, it 
showed the features from the point onwards are irrelevant. If 
the slope is positive and keep inclining, all the features are 
possibly relevant.                  

Proposed Manhattan distance =      ( )� =
−n

i ii ba
1

        (1) 

                          y = ax3+bx2+cx+d                                        (2)
                

Equation (2) describes the cubic polynomial equation 
whereby the coefficient a, b, c and d are determined from 
running the curve fitting tool in Matlab.  The proposed 
threshold condition is derived from heuristic analysis of  eight 
data sets namely Iris, Thyroid, Pima Indian Diabetes, Breast 
Cancer,  Wine, including Monk data set, which is the 
benchmark data set to determine relevant features. Figure 2-7 
illustrate how the threshold condition is derived. 
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TABLE I
PROPOSED MANHATTAN HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER DISTANCE MEASURE

Ranked features MI value Difference Manhattan

F7 a a-b a-b

F10 b b-c (a-b) + (b-c)

F6 c c-d (a-b)+(b-c)+(c-d)

F13 d … …

… … … …

Fig. 2 Derivation of Monk1 data set threshold condition

Fig. 3 Derivation of Monk2 data set threshold condition

Fig. 4 Derivation of Monk3 data set threshold condition

Fig. 5 Derivation of Pima Indian Diabetes data set threshold
condition

Fig. 6 Derivation of Breast Cancer data set threshold condition

Fig. 7 Derivation of Wine data set threshold condition

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed criterion are tested using eight data sets taken
from the UCI machine learning repository, including the
Monk data set, which act as the benchmark [22]. The data sets
information is demonstrated in Table II. The number of

F7

F1

F6

F13

…

Fig. 1 Hierarchical clusters of features
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instances for the study ranges from 122 to 768 with the 
number of attributes up to 13 attributes.  The analysis is done 
among decision tree-based feature selection methods. Iris, 
Thyroid, Pima Indian Diabetes, Breast Cancer and Wine are 
continuous data sets that have been discretized using Hybrid 
Dynamic Window Pairwise Gini (HDWPG) discretization
algorithm [23]. The data sets need to be discretized because 
the decision tree utilized information theoretic metric to 
determine the  important features. The results are classified 
using Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) from WEKA software 
package [24]. 

V.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are evaluated based on the benchmark data set, 
accuracy and statistical tests. According to Liu and Motoda, 
relevant features from the Monk1 data set are 3 out of six 
features. Whereas for the Monk2  data set, all the features are 
relevant. Meanwhile, 3 out of six features from the Monk3 
data  set are relevant features [25]. Based on Table III and 
Table IV, the proposed decision tree-based feature ranking 
using Manhattan Hierarchical Cluster threshold criterion 
(MHCC) satisfies the benchmark requirement of selecting 
relevant features from the Monk data set. Even though Zhou 
and Mohammadi passed Monk3 and Monk2 benchmark test
respectively, it can be concluded that Zhou, Hwang and 
Mohammadi methods are less likely conformed to the 
benchmark cases.  

Results that show the relevant features and number of 
features for each data set are described in Table III and Table 
IV. Table V and Table VI assessed the decision tree-based 
feature selection methods effectiveness in terms of accuracy 
and statistical test. From Table IV, it can be concluded that 
Mohammadi’s method generated the least number of features, 
however the result of error rate or root mean squared-error 
(RMSE) from Table V showed poor results whereby it only 
wins 1 out of eight cases.  

Meanwhile, Zhou’s and Hwang’s method seemed to 
generate a similar number of features. However, in terms of 
error rate showed in Table V, Hwang’s  technique performed 
much better than Zhou’s method with 3 out of eight winnings. 

This showed that Hwang produced a better selection of 
features compared to Zhou. Manhattan Hierarchical Cluster 
criterion (MHCC) wins 3 out of eight cases which indeed  
comparable to Hwang’s work. 

This paper also attempts to assess the effectiveness of the 
proposed threshold measure using statistical test. According to 
Powers and Xie, evaluation on the selection of features needed 
to be done using Binary Logistic Regression for binary classes 
and Multinomial Logistic Regression for 3 or more classes 
[26]. Both statistical tests were chosen because the data sets 
are categorical data. The features selected from the regression 
tests were based on 0.05 significant p-value. By comparing 
results from Table VI  with Table III and Table IV, it showed 
that Zhou’s work is comparable with the statistical test in one 
out of eight cases. The data set that adheres to the statistical 
test is Iris. On the other hand, 4 out of eight cases from 

Hwang’s study correspond to statistical test. The data sets 
involved are Iris, Thyroid, Monk1 and Monk3. In contrast, 
Mohammadi’s method does not really conform to the 
statistical test. Meanwhile, MHCC is comparable to the 
statistical tests in one out of eight cases, which is the Breast 
Cancer data set. As a result, statistical test is a less suitable 
mechanism to verify the selection of relevant features from a 
decision tree. 

The selection of features from the statistical test in Table VI 
specifically from the Monk data set does not conform to the 
benchmark requirement mentioned in Liu and Motoda [24]. 
This is because the statistical test resulted, Feature 1 and 
Feature 5 from the Monk1 data set as two relevant features 
whereas Liu and Motoda claimed there are three relevant 
features from the Monk 1 data set. Whereas, the statistical test 
selected one feature as important when Liu and Motoda 
claimed all the features in Monk2 data set are relevant. Liu and 
Motoda claimed Monk3 data set has three relevant features 
whereas the statistical test listed two features and failed to 
conform to the benchmark test.  The discrepancy is maybe 
because the statistical test has determined its significant 
features and discards irrelevant features whereas Liu and 
Motoda considered the relevant features only. Regardless of 
the discrepancy in the assessment part, the proposed 
Manhattan Hierarchical Cluster criterion can be an effective 
measure to select relevant features due to comparable error 
rate. The threshold criterion implements a heuristically simple 
yet powerful method in order to select relevant features. 
Nevertheless, the method can be improved in the future by 
including test cases of a higher number of attributes. 
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TABLE II
DATA SETS INFORMATION

Iris 150 4 3

Diabetes 768 8 2

Wine 178 13 3

Monk1 ���� �� ��

Monk3 ���� �� ��

TABLE III
RELEVANT FEATURES FROM ZHOU AND HWANG DECISION TREE-BASED FEATURE SELECTION

Dataset
��	
��	�
��	����

�����	����

��	
���	���������	����

�
��� ������

�������������	����� �������	����	����� �������������	����� �������	����	�����

Iris 4 �� � !� �� ! ��

Thyroid 5 �� � � ! "� !� � ! "�

Diabetes 8 #� # � � $ " � !� �� � " � $�

Breast Cancer 9 �� � " � # $ %� �� � ! � $�

Wine 13 $� " � # % �& �� �� �!� �� � # �& �� �� �!�

Monk1 �� �� � ! � "� �� " ��

Monk2 �� !� ! � "� !� � " ��

Monk3 �� !� " � �� �� � "�

TABLE IV
RELEVANT FEATURES FROM MOHAMMADI AND MHCC DECISION TREE-BASED FEATURE SELECTION

Dataset

��	
���	���������	����

'�
����(�� '�))�

�������������	����� �������	����	����� �������������	����� �������	����	�����

Iris �� �� !� � � !�

Thyroid �� �� �� � � ! ��

Diabetes !� � $ �� �� � $ � � # ��

Breast Cancer �� � �� %� � ! � # � $ " ��

Wine �� � ��� �!� # �& � �! �� �� � % � $ � " !�

Monk1 "� � " � � �� !� " � ��

Monk2 �� � ! � � " �� �� " � � � � !�

Monk3 �� " � ! �� !� � " ��

Monk2

Breast Cancer 699 9 2

Thyroid 215 5 3

Dataset Instances Attribute Class

��%� �� ��
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TABLE V 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR (RMSE) AMONG COMPARED METHODS

Data set Zhou Hwang Mohammadi MHCC

Iris 0.1559 0.1559 0.1562 0.1167 

Thyroid 0.2701 0.2562 0.5514 0.2851

Diabetes 0.4834 0.4303 0.4553 0.4697 

Breast Cancer 0.4842 0.4479 0.4512 0.4315 

Wine 0.2561 0.1765 0.6751 0.1829 

Monk1 0.5348 0.4862 0.4465 0.4956 

Monk2 0.5245 0.5258 0.5659 0.5659

Monk3 0.3325 0.3336 0.2937 0.3325 

TABLE VI 
IMPORTANT FEATURES VIA STATISTICAL TEST

Data set Number of features List of features 

Iris 2 F3,F4

Thyroid 3 F3,F4,F5 

Diabetes 5 F1,F2,F3,F6,F7

Breast Cancer 7 F1,F2,F3,F4,F6,F7,F8 

Wine 7 F1,F4,F6,F7,F10,F12,F13 

Monk1 2 F1,F5

Monk2 1 F4 

Monk3 2 F2,F5
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, An efficient threshold criterion to select 
relevant features in decision tree-based feature selection has 
been introduced by integrating Manhattan hierarchical cluster 
notion. Based on the result, the proposed method gives 
promising results. The computation time and load can be 
reduced and concurrently may improve the accuracy of the 
classification process due to selection of relevant features. In 
conclusion, the proposed method is promising but need 
improvement  in the measure and consider data sets with a 
higher number of attributes. 
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